rake3 off neatly on the stubble behind, to be bound by four or five men
spaced around the field as the crop of grain was light or heavy, and the
bundles would be tossed aside out of the way of the horses as they made the
next round.
Taking a wisp of the grain-straw in the left hand for a band, dividing
it in two parts, deftly twisting it together at the head and in the right
hand—stopping and reaching under the bundle with the hand—lifting
the bundle in the arms, bringing the ends of the band together over it,
dropping it to the ground under the knee as the band would be pulling the
band up sharply—then twisting and tucking the ends of the 'band' tight
under with a thrust of the fingers, tossing the bundle away—bound!
The young harvester's fingernails would be worn to the quick and
bleeding before the last band on the bundles of the season's grain was
'tucked in'.
There was the hauling of the grain in the ample grain racks that also
served for hay racks. The pitching of the bundles with a long-handled
three-tined fork. And the stacking. The stacking was expert, entrusted to
few. The whole thing might come down. Sometimes it did 'slide'. There
had already been hauling of the hay and the pitching of hay to the stack.
Aching muscles in the morning always had to be limbered up again by
the first few hours of the next day's work.
Soon he learned to endure the routine of continuous labour by finding
in it a sort of sing-song. 'Hum-drum'—but for one's imagination.
He would actually sing to the ever-recurring monotonies of rhythm.
Hum variations or whistle them when he was at it or in it or of it. Here
was the secret of endurance for the imaginative.
Any monotonous task involving repetition of movement has its rhythm.
If you can find it the task can soon be made interesting in that sense. The
'job' may be syncopated by changing the accent or making an accent.
Binding grain and shocking it, or pitching bundles to the wagon and racks.
Pitching hay, hoeing, dropping corn with a 'checker'. Cultivating corn as
the green hills passed regularly four feet apart between the shovels—
planted four feet apart each way.
All machinery makes some recurrent noise, some clack or beat above
the hum that can be made into the rhythm of song-movement—a rhythm
that is the obvious poetry in the mathematics of this universe. Maybe.
The body in performing heavy labours for hour after hour can get into
a swinging rhythm with music to accompany it, rhythm to be whistled or
sung aloud or kept in the mind.
Folk dances originate in this way, no doubt. Sacred dances no less.
Walking there after the plough, bare feet in furrow, was ideal oppor-
tunity to indulge this inner rhythm and adjust it to outward movement.
This sense of rhythm, entering into monotonous repetition, naturally
led to arrangement of sound to go with it—sometimes a song with words.
The idea—no, it could have been no idea. It was instinct, or whatever it
was, for him to suit this naive release of the within to inspirit the work in
hand. Work would be better done. Without fatigue,
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